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NASA CHOOSES LOCKHEED .MARTIN

HIV HITS A MILEST ONE
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LOCKHEED MARTIN CORP. WAS TAPPED BY NASA TO BUILD AN
MANNED LUNAR SPACESHIP ON CONTRACT WORTH MILLIONS.

THE 25THANNIVERSARY OF THE DISCOVERY OF HIV OC·
CURED RECENTLY. LEARN MORE IN HEALTH.
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HIGH: 68, LOW: 67

HIGH: 74, LOW: 73
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HU
Ranks
Top 100
in Best
Colleges,
ifop 25
in Best
Price
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Managing Editor

Investments in the University
were key to Howard gaining
a seven position on last year's
ranking in U.S. News & \Vorld
Report's guidebook· securing the
88th spot on the list this year.
·'Ifs a result of previous
investments.'' said Dr. Alvin
Thornton, Vice Provost of the
University. "Rankings don't come
from what you did last year.''
Jn recent years, Howard has
built two new libraries. the Louis
Stokes Health Sciences Library
on W. Street and the School of
_Law I..ibrary on Van 1'Jc.-.s Str~L

The Universit) has also extend·
ed more scholarships. Thornton
said he would like to sec the
University continue investing
in the facilities and programs at
Howard.
··You have to invest." he

First Friday
Reunites
Howard Family
BY ERIN EVA NS

•
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As a " National University," U.S. News ranks Howard 88 among 247 US Institutions.
said. "TI1e University will have
to do more investments so that
our rankings keep going up."
Carole TI10mas, a senior
biology major. said she has seen
numerous changes in the university that have probably led to the
higher ranking.
"Although students complain, the University really has
tried to keep tuition down," she
said. "h is nowhere near what
some people are paying. And,
even still, they keep stuff in
working order."
Thornton said the University
should not become too content
with any progress.
"We have to be careful that
we do1\'t take it for granted," p.~
said. '·Especially .as the young
people lose a sense of where
they come from and the old people. like me don't pass it on to
them:·
U.S. ~ews compares more
than 1.400 colleges and universi-
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Goins believes that First Friday
supports +he familial relationship between students.
Even through the heat
"[On) first Friday, there
wave during the first week of are a nmnber of academic
classes, students are looking areas that don't have class.
past the sweat dripping from It's alinost a family reunion
their brow, the sun beating type
opportunity,"
Goins
down their back and profes- said. "Participation from stusors handing out syllabi to dent organizations with a highstand out on the Yard in the light on Greek activities allowblazing sun for the first Friday ing them to showcase their
of the school year.
organization. The productions
From Greeks strutting in HUSA did with the DJ and
their pearls or stomping in food vendor, those compotheir boots to student orga- nents are new. But generally,
nizations promoting their first Friday is the inainstay to
events, the Yard on first Friday see and be seen," he said.
is highly anticipated by several
Being able to lounge on
students.
the freshly cut green grass,
"I'm excited to see all the laugl1 with your friends and
friends that I haven't run into post up under the few trees on
yet,~ senior human developthe Yard is alluring enough for
ment major Nicole Cosey said. some students to enjoy first
"Friend reunions on the Yard Friday.
are great ways to catch up.
··r love first Friday because
To begin the first unoffi- for the most .part students
cial fashion show of the year, come with no other objective
ladies are known to spo1t but to just kick it," juhior martheir tank tops, short skirts keting major James Shields
and heels; guys, their freshest said.
tees or button-ups, nice jeans
"It's what we do best."
and extra clean sneaks on the
In addition to hanging out
Yard's runway.
s tudents will also be able t o
Often used as a spring- learn valuable health inforboard to start off the weekend, mation from dental students.
Friday on the Yard also allows According to HUSA President
students to promote local par- Jennifer Owens, The College
ties at clubs. Endless amounts of Dentistry will have a table
of flyers are passed out with with information about Oral
hopes to fill up their venue.
Health Awareness.
"At the end of the day, I
The heat may pose a probend up with about fi\'e or s ix lem for some students like
flyers and for the 1nost part, I sophomore marketing major
don't even.go to them, unless Aricka Robertson. Fortunately,
of course, it means I can get in tomorrow may bring cooler
free," Cosey said.
weather.
As their first week of col"It's been so hot that I've
lege life ends, freshmen get been worried that my hair is
to rub shoulders with upper- going to be a mess after sweatclassmen and truly experience ing it out in the sun," she said.
a small piece of black college
Robertson also factors in
life.
tJiat she has several classes
"I'm. so glad l came to on Friday at the height of the
Howard because 1 knew I'd excitement with important
get to experience something classes at noon, 1 p.m. and 2
totally different than the pre- p.m.
dominantly white high school
"Now, I know it's only
I attended," said freshman phi- the first week, but I figure I
losophy majot· Bryan Whitten. will sweat now in the heat and
"Although it may sound sweat later in class because I
corny, I feel like I'm a part of made it a habit to chill on the
an even bigger family now. I Yard on Fridays."
love it."
Associate
Director of
Student Activities, Matthew
Hilltop Staff Writer

ties nationwide. They split those aid. Howard ranked 22 this year.
universities and colleges into once again making an increase
categories. and then weigh the from the 24th spot on last year's
performances ~f those in each list.
category. Howard falls into the
Thorton said this ranking
'·National Universities" category shows other universities what
with 247 other ·institutions that can be done to allow students
range from pri\'ate to public and ..access to higher education."
undergraduate to doctoral.
"This is where the national
Thorton said the group of purpose comes in:· he added.
universities in the ·'National "I low can we replicate this so
Universities" category is an that people can access higher
"elite group of universi ties.'' He education.•·
said that Howard ranking in the
Thornton said that. although
top 100 means a lot because the I loward has raised tuition, stuUniversity is "competing in tall dents arc still not paying the pricgrass with people who have a lot es that some schools are requirof money and pay high tuitions.': ing. He added that the emphasis
"It's a psychological thing should be on providing quality
th~ a HBCU meet the need~ of
higher education to youth for f\
the black community,'' he said.
reasonable price.
U.S. News also ranked
"You could raise the tuition
Howard in the 50 "Great Schools, to $25.000; you would be able to
Great Prices" category. which build all kinds of buildings and
measures a university's U.S. pay professors more:' he said.
News ranking with its average But you would be denying access
students· need-based financial for some students."

to have a comfort zone rela- "How do I decide my major?"
tionship with her 2nd floor
She has also noticed from
Truth Hall mates.
instructing the freshmen semUnlike Cross's experi- inar course, that freshmen are
ence, freshman political sci- confused about getting around
ence major Jamal Redman's DC, finding friends, financial
first week at Howard was aid and not being able to do
smooth sailing.
things easily.
Redman had no problem
~ an resident assistant of
with administration, profes- the 3rd floor of Crandall Hall
sors, getting into his classes, in the Tubman Quadrangle,
or finding time to hang out junior film production major
with his group of five friends Assata Barton reflects on her
this week.
college transition in order to
"I was shocked by the provide freshmen with advice
cost of books," Redman said. and guidance.
Redman was hit with
Barton admits that she did
the reality that textbooks are not utilize her RA as much as
not cheap, but is glad that her current residents and had
he saved enough money for to find out how to override
such things as books from his into and drop out of classes
Pictured above, Campus Pals help to orient freshmen, but summer job at McDonald's.
the hard way.
most must discover campus nuances through experience.
Redman plans on achiev"The freshmen are tranBY MELISSA L. TYLER
fact of the matter is that they ing a 4.0 grade point average sitioning pretty well," Barton
Hilltop Staff Writer
must go to class.
and getting involved in stu- said. The ladies on her floor
Though freshman inter- dent governn1ent this year.
ar~getting along and have
For freshmen, transition· national business major Aimee
"The most popular per- been doing their homework
ing from high school to college Cross enjoyed the freshmen son, best football player, together in the hall.
presents a lot of life changes orientation vibe, she under- cheerleader, student council
Barton has been asked
that can be perceived as good stands her purpose for attend- president a nd homecoming several questions from the
and bad.
ing Howard.
queen of high school are now girls on her floor about locaFreshmen
Orientation
"I came here for school, put in a crowd of other stu· tion of buildings, attending
. week gives freshmen an not to party," Cross said.
dents that have accomplished parties on school nights and
opportunity to get used to the
Cross's first week consist- the same things," Redman Howard boys.
campus, to find all the hottest ed of circling around campus said." When freshmen step
Living in a dorm has
clubs and to meet potential trying to get overrides and on Howard's campus they are restrictions that students have
friends for the rest of their dealing with the cable, phone nobody and have to establish to adjust to such as not havlives-all in a relaxed environ- and laundry card machine not who they are all over again.
ing candles and microwaves.
ment.
working..
"The new environment of They also have to adjust to the
Now that the week of
Cross, a legacy scholar- Howard is a change of identity room- and-floor mates Barton
Can1pus Pal parties and ice ship recipient, also had dif- for freshmen," said Rebecca explained.
.
cream socials are over and ficulty receiving her book Reviere, Ph.D, professor in
"I guess I will see in the
the academic year has offi· voucher due to validation the department of psychofogy next couple of weeks how the
cially started, freshmen are problems.
Reviere said that the most freshmen are really adjustexperiencing a reality check.
"It's a different experience common questions asked by ing."
Whether their course load is being without your parents," new entrants include: "When
earlY. or later in the day, the Cross explained. She is happy do I declare my major?" and
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First Friday on the Yard has become an annual tradition
where freshmen and upperclass Bison can mix.
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Underage Drinking Effort Focuses oi;i. Students
BY DREW COSTLEY

to make before beginninga $17
million nationwide underage
drinking and driving enforceDeanelle Jones, a third- ment program in August.
..There were surprisingly
year architecture major, was
enjoying one of the first week- a lot of coJlege kids partying
ends out of school in May near or with high school kids,"
said Bob Laney, a law enforce2006.
Music playing, liquor and ment agent in Montgomery
beer flowing and the ratio of County, MD.
girls to guys al a college age
"We realized that there
hotel party had just improved were a lot of coJlege kids that
markedly.
are still underage and binge
"The night was shaping drinking on campus and when
up to be crackin'," Jones said. they come back home," Laney
"My drinks of choice that night said.
hWe shifted our focus to
were Patron and Hennessey."
This night was ruined the end of August ar..i beginhowever, when Montgomery ning of September, when colCounty police busted into the lege kids are leaving home and
hotel room and gave everyone going back to school."
but a few 21-year olds underAccording to Montgomery
age drinking citations.
County police, the program will
As a result, J ones now has emphasize the work of cama pending court case in which pus police and help of resident
he is facing a $500 fine, 24 assistants and dorm directors
hours of community service to help in this effort.
and a drug and alcohol educaBrandon Jones, a junior
tion class.
film production major, said
Jones' citation came as a that the underage drinking
result of a trial night of heavy effort will curb drinking but
police presence in areas where will accelerate the dangers of
underage drinking usually underage drinking.
occurs.
"Kids are going to find
Montgomery
County even more obscure and danpolice tried this during this gerous ways to buy and conyear's high school prom sea- sume alcohol now," Jones said.
son to see how it would work "Bringing the effort to college
and what changes they needed campuses is kind of stupid
Campus Editor
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A s a result of heavy underage drinking, Montg omery Co unty Police h ave Increased patrol on c olleg e campuses.

because, like it or not, its part
of the coJlege culture."
,Jones, who admits to being
at parties in which underage
drinking has taken place, said
that the drunk drhing effort

will be a wasted cost on college campuses because many
sh1dents do not drive.
.. [Police) should be more
concerned about the kids getting from house parties and

hotel parties and making it
home," .Jones said. "They are
not going to stop college kids
from drinking and driving
while drunk completely, but
they could at least be more

concerned with whether or no'
kids are getting jumped an<
robbed on their way home."

Off Campus Housing
Delights Howardites
BY MAT'J"HEW COOPER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Every year, students
move off campus for different reasons. Some look for
cheaper pricing. Many seek
more freedom and space.
Some do not receive on-campus housing. And some are
not allowed to stay in the
dorm any longer.
Joseph Gray, a senior
print journalism major, was
just one student who got tired
of the on-campus arrangement.
"They were t11ing to put
me in an efficienc) in the
Towers, and I couldn't do the
stay in the same room with
another dude thing," he said.
"I'm too old for that."
Either way, upperclassmen combine their resources
and creativity lo gel the best
housing
accommodations
possible.
Although this freshman
class is the largest in recent
school history, the school
allocated the same number of
housing spots for freshman
students and continuing students, according to Residence
Life. There are 1550 beds for
freshman, and just a little
bit over 2500 beds available
for continuing students, not
including the East Towers
and ~1ays Hall.
This year, the most

popular and talked about
off-campus housing location in the DC metro area is
the Towers at the University
Town Center, located directly
across the street from Prince
George's Plaza shopping center in Hyattsville, MD.
The brand new facility is
designed strictly for college
students, as most of the residents who live in the 16 story
facility are students from
Howard or the University of
Maryland-College Park.
"It's really nice," Gray
said. "\Ve ha\'e a pool, a study
area, a fitness center, a lounge
area. \'\1e get to live ·with people fr01n other schools like
Maryland. And we are right
next to the maJI and Target."
Students staying at the
University Towers have been
giving high praises to the
facility.
"I love it; we have brand
new furniture and it's affordable for students," said
Angelique Carvalho, a junior
mathematics major. who did
not receive housing from
Howard. "It's an easy transition stage from living on campus."
Some residents have said
the major drawback of living in the University Towers
and other off-campus locations in Maryland is the commute. Hyattsville is a 20 to
30 minute commute from the

Howard campus.
"The commute is too
long," Gray said. "Howard
should do more to provide
housing closer to campus."
Many students find it
nn easier alkrnativc to live
closer to campus, even if the)
don't have the amenities of
the University Towers. "The
price is cheaper, and you get
a little bit more freedom,"
said ,James Dempsey, a junior
mechanical
engineering
major who li\·es in Dorchester
House, across from Meridian
Hill Hall.
Still, DcmJhC)' said there
can be sonw dra\\ backs to living off-campus ,md close to
school.
"lt depends on the neighborhood," he said. "I stay in
a nicer neighborhood, but
my car got broken into last
night."
Andre Williams, a junior
sports medicine major, live~
two blocks behind Dre\' Hall
in an apartment, and is enjoying en'!) last hit of his offcampus li,·ing sittntion.
"I predict this year there
will be no 'isitation rules,
no random meetings, no fire
alarms going off in the middle
of the night, and no visitation
[rules)," hl' said. ·1 don·t live
far from campus at all; it's
like staying on-campus. And
Cluck-u chil'kcn is : ight h"rc.
and I like fried chicken."
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Kenneth J. Ray enters his off campus housing at the University Towers in Maryland.
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The amount of trash on Howard University's campus continues to be a concern for students

Students Displeased
With Campus Trash
BY J OUA NNA SPANN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Newspapers and promotional flyers for the latest
party can be seen as far as
the Blackburn Center to the
Howard Hospital. The trash
splattered all o,·er the campus
can be a disappointment to
some Howard students.
hA trashy campus to me
looks like carelessness from
the administration and the
students," said Faith Brown,
junior chemist11• major.
L.'ltiren Edwards, junior
political science major, said
that campus ground upkeep is
partly the responsibility of the
administration.
"A trashy campus reflects
poor management on the
University
administration's
part in making sure that the
campus stays clean," Edwards
said.
Associate Vice President
to Administrative Services,
\Vendell Sutton said that some
of the trash situation is out of
their control.
"\\'e don't have control to
6th St. becavse the street is so
busy. I think some of the venders on 6th street add 1 lot to
the uncleanness of the area,"
Wendell said.
Some
sh1dents
like
Balbecia Thurman, sopho-

..
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more political scil•nce major,
said students ar" at fault tor
the trash on campus and that
"[students] should be more
conscious of ho'~ the grounds
look."
Sutton said that administration is always trying to do
things to remed) the trash situation and overall appearance
of the campus.
"We are alwavs planting
ne\\ flo\,ers and trees as trees
get cut down," Sutton s,1id.
Some students see the
change taking place as opposed
to last year.
"My problem last year was
the glass on the street because
I ended up rolling over it and
gelling a flat tire, but this year
it hasn't been a problem," said
Felicia Hutcherson, senior
physician assistant niajor.
Brown has also seen a difference in this year from last
year.
"They are watering the
grass. I had never seen thewater sprinklers before, and I
really liked that." Brown said.
Still. Edwards would like
to see improvements.
"Compared to other campuses in the \'\'ashington area,
Howard's l'ampus has less
trees and plants and more
overflowing trash cans and litter," Edwards said.
Thurman said, "1nore

upkeep of the gardens \\(
he good for not just whl·ll
have \'isitors. ·· "\>\'e shoul
keep it nice for the prospei
students but for the cur
students as well. ..
E,·en though Ed"
didn't see much diffct
from last year, she still ct
to walk through the 'alle)
Some
students
Hutcherson i;avc some .i
to students "ho arc boll
b; the constant clisarra).
"[Sh1dents] could
their own committee to '
up the ca1npus or comp\
whomever is in charge of
ing the cainpus up."
Sutton also su
something similar. H
that .. if students see thin,
need to be done. they
write a suggestion or
because it is the student
pus and we are just tr;
keep it up for you."
Bro,,11 suggested
students should simpl)
trash in the trash ca
recycle bottles to in1pr
campus.
··1 think that s
would be more enthusE
the environment. Th
the environment that
in, the more producl
are," Hutcherson said.
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Save ari extra 10% with your Student ID*
Studio Day Sofa
3-in-1 sofa,
chaise lounge and bed
Natural slipcover included.
Assembly required.

I

Framed Art
w•

Savings 101:
Shag Floor Cushions, Pillows & Ottomans
NEW Colors! Selection varies by store.
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World Market®
Candy Tubs

Get more for your money
You're free at last but now you're footing
your own bills. So do your homework
before you deck out your dorm room.
With our additional 10% student discount
you can afford to make campus ·me more
comfortable. Savings solved.
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WORLD MARKET.
One World. One Store.

-Shop the world at worldmarket.com
..Must presem valid student ID for discount. Oiler good through 10/8/06. Noc valid on alcohol or gift cards. Oilers good while supplies last. Call 1-877 WORLD MARK.ET (1 877-967-5362)
for locations and hours or visit us at worldmarket.com • Associ;ite use Club 2 discount mode. Discount code: 271. Encer code STUDENT06 in your shopping cart to redeem online.
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'Plan B' Marketing Strategies Questioned
Barr Pharn1aceuticals, a subsid- a prescription.
Nation and World Editor
Some marketing analysts say
iary of Duramed Pharmaceuticals,
Inc., is responsible for the mar- that targeting young girls may not
With the rising controversy keting of the product. Dura1ncd influence their sexual behaviors.
"The way the n1essage is c01nsurrounding the new approval of markets other medications, such as
the non-prescriptive emergency oral contraceptives and Warfarin 1nunicated will have an effect on the
contraceptive pill called Plan B®, Sodiu1n, which is used to treat heart purpose of the product," said Pravat
Choudhury. Ph.D., chairman of the
advertisement of the drug has hit disease.
Barr spokeswoman Carol Cox marketing department. "However,
mainstream media and caused
some to wonder if this will increase said that the c01npany is "con1mit- I don't think it will increase prosexual
irresponsibility ainong ted to ensuring that Plan B is used miscuity."
responsibly and appropriately,"
Choudhury said the 1narketing
young people.
A recent advertisement for the by placing a heavy en1phasis on of the product would not influence
drug ran in women's publications education through the company's people to engage in activities they
Marie Claire and Glamour. It read: ··convenient Access, Responsible did not participate in previously.
"A certain percentage of the
"I chose a condom, but it broke/ Education" program.
Cox said the package for the population will use it no 1nattcr
I have a second chance with Plan
drug comes with instructions, how it's 1narketed; therefore cirB® emergency contraception."
The advertise1nent on the labels, facts, prescribing informa- cumstances be safer for those individuals."
drug's website (go2planb.com) tion and an information booklet.
"It also contains important
Choudhury stressed that it is
reads: "You have a second chance."
Some students on Howard's infonnation inforn1ing patients i1nportant for the marketing co1ncampus are fearful that the that they should use other 1nethods pany to ethically reach the target
increased visibility of the drug will for routine birth control and that population not by publicizing the
cause some girls to be less cautious Plan B@ does not protect against pill but rather promoting awareHIV/STI's," she said.
ness about the pill.
in their sexual activity.
Cox noted that the target age
The FDA is making efforts to
"I think [the nlarketing] will
aid in the increase of sex activity for the c01npany's 1narketing are avoid abuse of the product.
Plan B will not be sold to retail
without a shadow of a doubt," said women 18 to 44. With ads planned
Alyssa Johnson, senior advertising to run in Glamour Magazine and outlets or convenient stores, it
major. "One of the biggest deter- on various websites, Cox said the will only be sold behind pharmacy
rents of girls having sex is the risk 1narketing can still reach a viewer counters and will provide labeling
and education about the use of the
of pregnancy so by advertising that younger than 18.
The company pushed to have pill.
the drug is eliminating that risk,
you eliminate what made girls and the Food and Drug Adininistration
guys stop and think before engag- lower age requiren1ents to be available to a broader age group without
ing in sex."
BY VANESSA MIZELL
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An advertisement feat ured in Jane and Cosmopolitan magazines
for the Plan B emergency contraceptive. At the time of the advertisement, Plan B required a prescription, however, now the pill Is
available over-t he-counter to women 18 and older.
•

A Deluge of Tropical Troubles
After an Uneventful Summer, Storms Churn in the Atlantic and Pacific
~~i~

Photo" t'ourh.'\) or"""·"<'a1hC'r.4'01u

Eyes f rom Charleston, South Carolina to New York are keeping a c lose watch on Tropical Storm Ernesto, w hich is expected to drop
heavy rainfall on the eastern seaboard through the holiday weekend. The National Weather Service reports t hat Ernesto remains just
below hurricane stat us, with winds of up to 70 mph. Strong wind gusts from Ernesto could reach the coasts of Virginia, Maryland, and
Delaware. Slowed air and road travel is expected through Monday. Meanwhile, this weekend Hurricane John hovers j ust off the Pacific
coast of Mexico. Reports indicate that nearly 10,000 people have been evacuated from the Los Cabos beach resort area. Another Pacific
storm, Hurricane Kristy, has winds of 75 mph, but is far away from land masses. Kristy is forecast to strengthen slightly, however,
because of it's close proximity to Hurricane John, It may actually become a part of the larger storm.
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25 Years of Living "'1ith AIDS
BY DANIELLE KWATENG

some believe there are two
Hilltop Staff Writer
main issues that cause the
transmittance of the disThis June 5th marked ease: denial and STD's.
the 25th anniversary of fuisten Forest, a junior
AIDS in the United States. film productions 1najor,
The once perceived "gay said black men have a large
disease" has now trans- role in preventing HIV in
formed into a proble1n our com1nunity.
of epic proportions in
"The contraction of
American society.
HIV/AIDS disease (comes
According
to
the from) constant sexual
Center for Disease Control, intercourse with men that
AIDS is the leading cause are not sexually honest...
of death an1ong African also it has a lot to do with
Americans. Aithough the men just going to the docU.S. population is 13 per- tor for check-ups, because
cent African American, it is already noted that
50 percent of HIV/AIDS more women then men
cases come from African go get check-ups," Forest
Americans. Another stag- said.
The Center for Disease
gering statistic is that
African Americans don't Control also reported more
survive as long as other than 68 percent of black
races with AIDS.
wo1nen have accounted for
News
commentator ne•v HIV cases behveen
Tavis S1niley recently spoke 2001-2004. Experts have
about the HIV/AIDS pan- identified the issue of
within
demic on the Tom Joyner homosexuality
Morning show.
the black community as
"AIDS is no longer a the 1nain reason why the
'gay' disease. It's now a disease spreads to black
heterosexual black wom- women.
en's disease (that effects)
Often seen as taboo
their black babies," Smiley within
the
Africansaid.
American,
con1munity
Smiley's stance is that homosexuality is someAfrican Americans aren't thing most people don't
as concerned with the dis- want to talk about or deal
ease as they should be.
with.
"When you see Magic
Adam Allen a junior
Johnson looking leaner marketing major and openand buffer it can be n1is- ly gay man said HBCU's
leading, but we don't all need to be more accepting
have Magic's resources," of students in the gay community.
Sn1iley said.
"I have not experiOn Howard's campus,

'"" \\ •P" n.Ofl.!

The past June marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of cllscovery of AIDS in the
United States. This disease has been especially devas·ting in the black community.

enced any blatant ridicule,
but that isn't to say that
I feel completely accepted
and approved of, so I know
to always be careful", Allen
said. "I think that in situations like the AIDS epidemic, society is constantly looking for a scapegoat,
some group of people to
shove the responsibility onto. I see AIDS as a
human disease. Anybody
can get it, AIDS· shows no·
prejudice," Allen said.
In Allen's opinion, the
most preventative way to

Obesity on
the Rise

Contrac:~eptives

Hilltop Staff Writer
J'-"~~n

IXti.,_1!.,,. • SHtfT Phot~mpher

Co-ed s often fight to st ay fit in college.

same eating habits one has at home," Franklin
said. "For example, in the cafe, one can get a
full breakfast eve1y inorning but if you do not
eat a big breakfast at home, then you probably shouldn't be eating one at school unless
you plan to exercise 1nore often."
She also said the biggest problem student's encounter is there late night cravings
for junk food.
"People are not as active at night than
they are during the day. When I get hungry
at night, I eat a light snack like yogurt or a
granola bar," she said.
Saidiya Chiphe, a sophomore dance
major and practicing vegetarian, looks for
specific things when she goes to the Cafe.
"I eat all the vegetables offered in the cafe
and only eat whole wheat bread. During the
week my dessert is a muffin or cereal and
on the weekend I have ice cream or candy.
For breakfast I eat oatmeal, granola, a bran
muffin and or lots of fruit. On the weekend
I might have a waffle or omelets v.rith lots of
fruit," Chiphe said.
Sodexho also plans on changing the
menu this year to cater to students with specific preferences.
"Sodexho Ca1npus Services has a tremendous focus on health and wellness for
college students," said Senior PR Manager
for Sodexho, Tara Baten. "In particular at
Howard University, (the students) will begin
to see our progra1n 'Balance, Mind, Body and
Soul' featured at the Bethune dining hall."
They also plan to update the menu for
healthier options and requested vegetarian
dishes. At the main dining hall, Sodexho will
alos offer a vegetarian and vegan meal daily,
like teriyaki baked tofu, pastas and stir fry
'vith brown rice.
"We have made smne modification to
our food preparation and use no MSG. We
will begin re1noving pork as a seasoning.
We will also be offering low-fat cheeses and
spreads at the delis and grills."
Baten said nutrition and wellness education classes and seminars will be available
to students on campus. To find more information on the dining choices Sodexho offers
or to get advice from certified Dieticians go to
www. BalanceMindBodySoul.com.

Cause Stir

doing a service to the comHilltop Staff Writer
munity when t11ey can find
other ways of contraception
Several new contracepbesides the pill. They're protives are being added to the
viding a variety to choose
already wide-range of optiq ns
from," Metu said.
She also said nlany peoavailable to young womi!n.
ple get pregnant from using
Son1e students, however,
worry that they nlay not 1all
birth control pills incorrectly,
making IUDs a better option
be healthy choices.
Lybrel is a new contrafor some. "The pills are only
ceptive, in pill form, that is
as good as the person who's
currently being reviewed for
taking them. People complain that they can't take
approval by the FDA: jl'he
birth control everyday,"
drug is revolutionary in ~hat
it replaces the placebo p1ills,
Metu said.
cmnmon in more traditio nal
Despite its effectiveness
and convenience, college
contraceptives like Orthoaged women are discouraged
Tricyclen, with low-qtose
fro1n using Paragard. ·
estrogen pills. This m~'.ans
"I definitely would say
that Lybrel effectively riils a
woman of her period.
that IUDs are for an older or
married won1an, I would not
While Lybrel seems like
the answer to women's dl.enrecommend IUDs to young
strual prayers, some fear it's
kids. It's more of a process,"
effects nlay be too severe:.
said Latonia Traylor sopho"It's natural to have a
more nursing 1najor and
period once a nlonth. W'hen
forn1er Planned Parenthood
you start taking away pe1~ iods
Peer Educator. "You can't
that's when you're nlessing
just take it out, there could
be some complications with
'vitl1. your body," said 1first
year pharn1acy student 11 iana
it. Its so long tenn and it
'
Holmes.
costs more money, whereas
I
Cassandra Metu, a first
it's cheaper to just take a pill
year phannacy stuc lent,
or get a shot or something
believes that nlOSt long-'l:enn
like that."
side effects would have been
Since Paragard does
discovered during t i;ting
not contain any honnones,
prior to a drug's release .
its potential side effects are
"A lot of these drugs 'have
lesser than those of other
been in t11e works for th :~ last
internal contraceptives but
10 years," Metu said.
that does not mean that it
Other new pill op :ions,
cannot cause harm.
like
Seasonale
and
"We got a warning at
Seasonique, may prove to be
Planned Parenthood about
popular with those w )men
the patch causing death in
looking only. to de rease
young girls. You never know
their menstrual freq ency,
what birth control can do to
not eli1n inate it. These :lrugs
you. Anything that you put in
allow a woman to be p !riodyour body that changes your
honnones or changes your
natural homeostasis is going
to cause some type of weird
activity," Traylor said.
According to Traylor,
women should "find what's
per~ 1 ods
best for [their] bodies. You
have to experhnent - trial and
:~ssing
error. Put your body through
it if you really need to protect
yourself and your man isn't
- Tiana Holmes, pharmacy student
doing what he needs to do."
BY JACQUELINE COOK

BY DANIELLE KWATENG

Students are often busy with college life
and overlook their health status. According
to WebMD, African Alnericans are at particularly high risk to suffer fro1n obesity and
high blood pressure.
Dr. Sheila P. Davis, a professor of nursing at the University of Mississippi Medical
Center, said blacks incorporate unhealthy
habits in their lifestyle that contribute to
obesity problems.
"A person can'tjust put on running shoes
and go for a jog or a walk in an area where
personal safety is an issue," Davis said. If
they were removed (restraints), we would see
more equalization in terms of fitness."
Other campuses have created ways for
students to maintain their fitness in walking
distance of their dormitories. On the campus
of the University of Central Florida they have
a "Recreation and Wellness Center" dedicated to the physical and mental health of the
students. The state of the art facility has cardio machines, a weight training area, pool,
and group fitness classes.
Athletes who are required to maintain
their health during and off- season often use
Howard's gyin.
"Besides practice we lift weights three
times a week: Sunday, Monday, and probably
Wednesday or Thursday," said Justin Faust,
a senior football player. "What we have in the
weight room is adequate if you know what
your doing and you have so1nebody to push
you so you work as hard as possible."
Tonuny Claiborn, a senior football player, agreed with Faust.
"Although Howard's facilities are not up
to par, I do believe there is enough to work
out with and stay in shape with, if that's really what you are detennined to do," Claiborn
said.
The common weight gain amongst college students, known as the "Freshmen 15,"
result from changes in daily routines. The
Journal of American College Health reported
in 2002 that 59% of college students gain
weight during their freshman year and the
average gain 4.6 pounds.
"I think people also don't understand the
difference between being hungry and having a big craving," said sophomore fashion
merchandising 1najor Alexandria Franklin.
Franklin, who is apart of the Chicago-based
dance company called Joal Hall Dancers, has
been dancing for 16 years. She trained at the
Alvin Ailey dance studio this past sUillilland
and said she maintains good eating habits.
"It is also important to stick with the

prevent HIV is to use conAccording
to
a
doms and know watch who study done
by
Dr.
you have intercourse with. Judith Wasserheit of the
"If you are having sex., University of Washington,
use condoms like they arJ! "the presence of certain
going 'out of style.' And fof STDs can increase the
all the people that are so chances of contracting
quick to blame the "Dowrn HIV 3- to 5-fold. Similarly,
Low," I think that people: a person who has both
should realize that havin~ HIV and certain STDs has
sex with men isn't whaj: a greater chance of spreadcauses AIDS, having unsaf~! ing HIV to others."
sex does," Allen replied.
Luckily, Howard has
The transmission of created programs and testSTD's also increases when ing sites for students to
students don't take care df become informed and testthemselves.
ed for HIV.

"Its not that bad at all,"
said sophomore finance
1najor Brianna Hurt, about
being tested. I went to the
one (testing site) in the
Annex dorm and within a
couple minutes they let me
know," Hurt said. "I was
sure of myself .before, but
it was a relief t o know for a
fact that I was safe."
Each dorm offers testing monthly and the student health center also
offers HIV testing and
counseling.
Students
should take these amenities to their advantage and
spread the word to their
peers.
Through a grant from
the Center for Disease
Control, the health center
has expanded ava'ilability
of Rapid HIV testing for
its students. Called the
Oraquick Advance HIV
test, students can get their
results in 20 minutes. All
testing is free and confidential for those interested.
Jayson Grahain, who
graduated last year with a
degree in theater arts, said
Howard doesn't take a clear
stand on sexual activity.
"At Howard, there is no
official stance on premarital sex except abstinence.
Gral1am said. "It's in1portant to know your status.
Get to know the person
you decide to share your
body with and last but not
least, protect yourself."

0

free for 1nost of the ye<,lr with
an actual cycle occurring only
once every three months.
Lybrel's
effectiveness
may overshadow concerns
over period loss. Wyeth, the
pharn1aceutical
company
that 1nanufactures Lybrel,
reported in a May 5 press
release that during an experin1ent comparing Lybrel to
traditional birth control
pills three of the 318 women
·taking the traditional forn1
beca1ne pregnant while none
of the 323 taking Lybrel did.
The con1pany also clai1ns
that the dn1g carries all the
same side-effects of normal
birth control pills.
Another contraceptive
with a high success rate is
the intra-uterine device
(IUD) Paragard. The copper,
t-shaped device is the only
non-hormonal device of its
kind and has been available
in the U.S. since 1984. Once
it is inserted, it lasts for up
to io years but it can only be
accessed by a physician.
Recently,
restrictions
have been lifted regarding
Paragard's prescription. The
method has been n1ad available to women who have
never had a child, those as
young as 16, wo1nen who are
not in a monogamous relationship as well as those with
a history of STDs or pelvic
inflammatory disease (PID).
Since Paragard is a se1nipennanent contraceptive, its
1nuch easier to inaintain than
pills, shots and patches. It
does not require the patient
to re1nember a regular routine.
"Drug cmnpanies are

============:::::;·====================
"When y ou start taking
away
that's w hen
you're m
with your
body."
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
ST.UDENT PARKING REGISTRATION
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
Student Registration fc)r unclaimed A Y 2006-2007 parking per1nits is schedule
for Wednesday, Septernber 6·, 2006 from 9:00 AM until exhausted. Registration
will be conducted onliine via the Bison Web on a first come, first server basis. In
order to be eligible for participation in the Student Registration: .
•
•
•
•

All outstanding citations must be paid prior to registration.
Students must be ,,validated for fall 2006.
Students that are c:hosen for the 9th & V lot must be commuter students.
For additional inf<)rtnation contact the Office of Parking & Shuttle
Operations at 202···806-2000. ·
• Must be ofNon-F.r eshman status candidates
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CALL THE BUSINESS OFFICE AT
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MEAC Expands Membership to Include
Winston-Salem State University Rams
BY CARYN GRANT
Sports Editor

The
Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Conference
announced the addition
of v\Tinston-Salem State
University to their membership last month. The expansion is the ~1EAC's first in
nearly a decade.
The move will make
\VSSL the 12th institution
•
fl l}lat
co1npl'les in the J\IEAC
- once the> are officially
~,...admitted next year for the
.il•-~006-07 season.
"We arc elated to welcome Winston-Salem into
the MEAC family," said
MEAC Commissioner Dr.
Dennis E. Thomas in a press
statement.
wobviously we think
that WSSU is an outstaud-

mg academic institution
with an excellent athletics
program," he said.
Last year, the Rams of
WSSU began a transition
from Division JI to Division
I athletics. WSSU Director of
Athletics Dr. Chico Caldwell
explained the shift to the
higher division and now into
the MEAC.
"\.'\'c felt that the opportunit:. to be a member of
the M EAC would afford us
a way of rekindling several
of our longstanding rivalries
and establishing others, and
we are happy and pleased
that the vote has gone in our
favor and we look forward
to our future competition in
the MEAC," Caldwell said.
The Rams, formerly
a member of the Central
Intercollegiate
Athletic

ference, Norfolk State and
Hampton (added in 1995),
have secured the MEAC's
Talmadge Layman Hill
and Mary McLeod Bethune
Awards, for the top men's
and women's programs,
respectively.
Dr. Caldwell can only
hope for WSSU's athletic

Association, will compete
independently this season
and will begin a full MEAC
schedule in the 2007-08
season. However, they will
not be eligible to take part in
the MEAC Championships,
until 2010·-11.
The last expansion
of the conference was the
addition of Norfolk State in
1997. Since its establishment in 1970, when Howard
was one of the initial seven
institutions, the MEAC has
made numerous changes to
their membership.
The addition makes
WSSU the third MEAC
school in the Carolinas,
joining North Carolina A&T
and South Carolina State
Universities.
Since 2003, the two
latest additions to the con-

SCOREBOARD
&SCHEDULE

program to have similar
success as the newest member of the conference.
"Our goal is to be become
a strong and viable member
of the MEAC in order to represent well within the conference, both regionally and
nationally," he said said.

SCORES
N/A

TODAY'S GAMES
Volleyball

American University
Tournament

MEAC

.,

Howard vs. American
7 p.m .

CONFERENCE TENURE
•
Bethune Cookman, 1979-present
Coppin State, 1985-present
Delaware State, 1970-present
Florida A&M, 1979-1984, 1986-present

TODAY IN
SPORTS
HISTORY. ..

Hampton, 1995-present

Howard, 1970-present

On Sept. 1,

Md.-Eastem Shore, 1970-79, 1981-present
Morgan State, 1970-79, 1984-present
Norfolk State, 1997-present
North Carolina A&T, 1970-present
North Carolina Central, 1970-1979
South Carolina State, 1970-present

_......,,o1. . . . .--.....

Source: www.meacsports.com

MEAC Commissioner Dr. Dennis E. Thomas, left, welcomes WSSU Director of
Athletics Dr. Chico Caldwell and the Rams to the conference.

BY CARYN GRANT

BY ELLIOTI JONES

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

FIBAWorld
Basketball
Championship- Sunday
@ 6:30 a.m., ESPN2

new plan of action: putting
together a team of All-Stars
and role players that has
soared throughout the tournament.
By the time you read
Aside from the NBA
this, lhe final match-up for stars wearing red, white,
the FIBA \Vorld Basketball and blue, look for Manu
Championship will be set.
Ginobili, Andres Nocioni and
'I11is morning's semifinal Carlos Delfino representing
games between the U.S. and Argentina Pau Gasol playing
Greece, and Argentina and for Spain.
Spain will have decided who
Regardless of the matchwill compete on Sunday.
up for Sunday's champiHopefully the U.S. play- onship, the game is a must
ers will not be spectators of watch. A possible preview of
the game.
th1: 2008 Olympic finals.
'Vhen the 2004 U.S.
Olympic basketball team exitM> Pick:
U.S. and
ed the tournament much ear- Argentina in the finals.
lier than expected, a history Argentina beat the U.S. and
of the USA sending a roster won the gold two years ago in
of NBA All-Stars across seas Athens, but the U.S. is lookwith a guarantee of returning ing for revenge and redempwith a nice chunk of gold was tion. U.S. by 12.
quickly dismissed.
This year, hall of fame
coach Mike Krzyzewski has a

Notre

Dame

vs.

Georgia Te ch- S aturday
@ 8p.m , ABC
At long last, football has returned! While
many football powerhouses
such as LSU, Virginia Tech
and Texas will be playing the likes of LouisianaLafayette,
Northeastern
and North Texas, Notre
Dame-Georgia Tech features two bowl teams from
last year as well as some
early-season story lines.
Is Notre Dame quarterback Brady Quinn really
He ism an-worthy?
Are
the Fighting Irish really
as good as their preseason
No. 2 ranking? Just how
good is Yellow Jackets wide
receiver Calvin Johnson, a
first-team All-American a
year ago?
Notre
Dame Head Coach Charlie

1987, 15year old tennis player
Michael Chang
becomes the
youngest player to ever win
t he U.S. Open

I:

Weis led his team to a 9-3
record last year and a viclo1y in the Fiesta Bowl.
Even though Georgia
Tech finished 7-5 last season, they have a recent history earning big wins early
in the year, as evidenced
b} a 23-14 upset of No. 16
Auburn a year ago.
My pick: It remains
to be seen whether or not
Notre Dame will live up lo
the early season hype they
have been receiving. Quinn
and the offense may be
hard to stop, but that may
disguise their weaknesses
on defense. Nevertheless,
I think the Irish are too
strong for this Georgia Tech
squad. The Jackets will put
up a good fight, but Notre
Dame will win by 11.
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Harlem Dance Move May Not be Mmm, Mmm Good
BY ERIN EVANS

sh1dies major Cotutney
Several biogs, including styles such as leaning and
Javois has embraced the Nobody's Smiling, say "the rocking in Atlanta, getTen years ago Harle1n dance with one good foot end is near with the minstrel ting hyphy in the Bay area,
shakers were at the height of forward. While standing on show of the Chicken Noodle krumping and juking in
Chicago and Wu-Tanging in
their childhood. After a cold a stairway at a party, she Soup dance."
Since artistic expression Philly.
and rainy day at school, Mom rushed to the dance floor
"I just think people were
would save the day with a as the song blasted over the is a constantly changing facet
bowl of chicken noodle soup. speakers.
of life, new fashion trends, running out of dances to
Now a little older and
As she hopped down the nlusi<; styles, technological do," freshman biology major
wiser, the kids have grown last few stairs, to her disap- advances and dance moves Naima Blakes said. "I don't
up and decided to let it rain pointment, she injured her alter African AJnerican cul- know if I'd consider it minankle, missing out on her ture everyday.
strelsy, but it does seem like
and clear it out.
The Chicken Noodle new favorite dance step.
· For several years, differ- an old-time dance. None of
Soup dance, one of the latAlthough several danc- ent regions of the nation have the new dance trends are
est Internet phenomenas, ers, as seen on YouTube spawned their own signahlre anything original."
A modified version of tl1e
was created by Harlem's DJ and 106 and Park, enjoy the dance moves.
Webstar as a rap song with dance, there are critics that
Between the C-walking toe wop, which is also out of
female MC, Young B.
tie the Chicken Noodle Soup West, Bankhead bouncing Harlen1, the Chicken Noodle
Junior African American dance to n1instrelsy.
South and Harlem shaking Soup consists of the dancer
East, dances became staples pulling his arms back and
at family reunions, wed- swinging out his legs.
dings, clubs and parties in
"I never really thought
about it in a bad sense," said
the i99os.
"Dance is such a vital junior finance major Ameer
part of urban culture it's Sherard. "It's just a dance. I
understandable why there think people are looking too
are so many out there but as deep into it."
the times change, the signifiNot everyone agrees with
cance of the dances begin to Blakes and Sherard. Trained
change as well," said Senior dancer and senior matllematadvertising major Sherrine ics major Cherryn Wilder can
Mathews.
see why tlle dance is com"Now a days I honestly pared to Minstrel shows.
think (music) artist are com"I've been trained in
ing up with moves as a joke, Ballet, Modern and some
son1ething funny and catchy Hip-Hop and from what I
to go along with a song and can see there isn't a whole
J es.kn IJ<litge . SlnlT Ph<ilOjlrap
people are n1nning with it," lot of technical aspects to the
she said.
dance but I have seen people
This century has birthed try to get creative and switch
Hilltop Staff Writar

New Marketing Strategies
May be an Old Trend

San1ara Ptanon ·

Conlnl'>uti~ Phot~rapMr

Despite Its popularity, the Chicken Noodle Soup dance
is viewed by some as a throwback to minstrelsy.

their moves up which takes
son1e skill. It's more of a
dance than leaning and rocking," Wilder said.
"The basis of the movements appear to come from
the era of shucking and jiving, however I think the rea-

son is to take what was once
seen as something negative
and make it positive," she
said.
No matter how deep people look into the dance, one
vital thing cannot be left out:
a soda on the side.

Bison to Bison

BY JACQUELINE COOK
Hilltop Staff Writer

Light skin, long, light hair
and plenty of booty-shaking.
Is there a formula that young
R&B stars are using to get to
the top of charts?
Rihanna's quick rise to
fame has been credited to her
likeness to a particular R~B
superstar; Beyonce Knowles.
Some students see
Rihanna as a copycat, a wannabe Beyonce, while others
simply think that the two
are following a method that
Black women have long used
to gain fame and fortune.
"[Rihanna's] maybe not
[stealing] her style but that
whole formula to win so to
say: light skin, light hair, that
whole thing. But it's not necessarily Beyonce's style; she's
just the best at it," said junior
marketing major Mercedes
Sumpter.
"I don't see how it's
like [Rihanna] trying to be
like Beyonce," added junior
film production major Mark
Pearson.
African American
Studies Professor Greg E.
Carr Ph.d, agrees with the
idea of an existing stereotypical look to guarantee success
for Black entertainers.
"That is the stereotype
that is being pushed, and
it's being pushed globally'',
he said. "The US market
has shaped the image of
African Alnericans across the
world."
Aside from their similarly marketable looks, both
try to co1ne across as nice,
humble, down-to-earth girls
in interviews, speaking frequently about how important
family is to them and their
normal hobbies and habits.
However, their stage
images are nothing like the
girl-next-door
impression
the two wo1nen try to present. Beyonce has cited her
alter ego "Sasha" - a mysterious and sexy woman
- as her onstage persona.
Rihanna seems to attempt
a similar personality while
performing.
She has also listed
Beyonce among her role
models and even admitted
taking advice from the star.
'"We hung oui: at [JayZ's] 40/40 club. She wrote

Upperclassmen Pass on Words of Wisdom to
Freshmen

"Get active early and stay active. It
will make your Howard experience
so much better."
-Chad Williams-Bey,
senior political science major

Jrrtdll

Some belleve singers Beyonce and Rlhanna use the
stereotypical Ideal of beauty to enhance their fame.

me a note that said, 'When
you get onstage, just let loose.
Have fun. You're in control,"'
said Rihanna in an August
2005 Rolling Stone article.
Their dance styles also
bear a lot of resemblances.
While the two artists use a
lot of typical, choreographed
routines, their freestyles are
in the same vein.
"[Rihanna] was pulling some of tllose Beyonce
moves from tlle [Naughty
Girl video]," said sopho1nore
architecture major Ashley
Watkins. "Even in the SOS
video she was doing the jerking stuff and had the wild,
big, poofy hair."
Any given Rihanna performance is peppered wiili
dance moves like the ones
that Beyonce has made her
signature in videos like
"Check Up On It" and "Deja
vu" as well as in her !ive
shows.
The two differ most
when it comes to their musical styles. Beyonce's music,
while lately taking a more
creative turn, is a pop/R&B
sound that is often tinged
with classic R&B, gospel and
hip-hop influences.
Then there is Rihanna,
whose Barbadian roots are
apparent throughout her
albums. Both Music of the
Sun and A Girl Like Me are
heavy with Caribbean styles
with the occasional R&B ballad like her last two singles

Unfaithful and We Ride.
While there are plenty
of superficial similarities
shared by the two artists,
some Howard students doubt
whether their vocal talents
are comparable.
"Deyonce is original.
Rihanna sounds more like
a pop artist. If a real black
girl sang 'Unfaithful' they
wouldn't sing it like that all soft. [Rihanna's] not that
good of a singer and she's not
that good of a performer,"
said Sumpter.
That sentiment is shared
by Watkins who believes
that "nobody will ever have
Beyonce's voice."
"I tllink that [Def Jam]
was just like 'we need a
young teen to represent' . .
. 'we need a young cute girl
who can hold a note'," said
Watkins noting the recent
surge of young singers like
Ciara and Brook Valentine.
Lately, the two ladies
have been caught up in a
series of rumors that Rihanna
is trying to dethrone Beyonce.
Adding to the "fued" are
several reports about a love
triangle involving them and
Beyonce's boyfriend of three
years,Jay-Z.
It appears that as long as
Rihanna see1ns to be following in Beyonce's footsteps,
the two artists will probably
remain linked.

"Enjoy yourself, because it goes
by fast."
- Lauren Fleming,
seniortelevision production major
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"Take pictures of everything,
because the memories you m ake
here will be priceless and you'l l want
to have some record of them."
-Jabari Smith ,
senior broadcast j ournalism major
............................... ······............. ............................... .

"The hardest thing about college
is adjustment. It's all about
internal discipline because college
isn't really that much harder than
high school, it's the freedom that
creates the problem. Even though
you can stay out until 5 a.m., it
doesn't mean you have to. It's all
about balance."

THE HILLTOP

-Matthew Manning,
junior political science major
Compiled by Ciara Famble, Life & Style Editor
Pilotos by Atrice Williams, Staff Pllotograpller
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Daily SuDoku
Directons: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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It's finally over: my first
week as editor-in-chief of The
Hilltop, the ONLY black daily
newspaper in the country. It's
been a challenging beginning
as the staff has had to deal
with overwhelming computer
problems, in addition to the
usual mishaps and issues that
come with putting out a collegiate publication five days a
week.
I want to applaud my
extremely dedicated staff for
pulling together during the
rough times and not giving up.
I'm proud of you guys. Despit~
tl1e difficulties we faced, The
Hilltop persevered and we
managed to produce five editions filled \\ith some ti1nely,
well written, and hopefully
informative articles.
\\Tith that said. there were
some missteps. Though we had
nothing but good intentions
when we planned our coverage the one-year anniversary
of Hurricane Katrina, one article in particular caused some
... controversy. On Tuesday, we
printed a package titled '"From
Bayou to Bisontt that includ-

ed two stories: one about an
Xa\'ier Uni\'crsity student displaced b) the hurricane who
came to I loward last year and
decided to sta}; the other story
was about a Dillard University
student who came to Howard
after Kat ··in;,, but decided to
leave HU after a semester for
the University of Nebraska.
Both of these stories were
meant to pro,ide first hand
accounts from students who
were uprooted by the storm
and landed here at Howard.
Neither stor) was meant to
be indicative of the experiences of all the students can1e
to llowa1·d after Hurricane
Katrina . .Nor did we mean in
any \\a)" to dismiss all the ways
in which Howard helped those
students affected by Katrina.
One need onl) to look back
in our archives to see numerous stories '~ ritten about
University officials welcoming
more than too displaced students and all of the Universitysponsored relief efforts.
The two articles pri11ted
did not mention all of the
actions lak<.'n by the University

m response to Hurricane
Katrina to provide a proper
context, and for that I apologize.
The Hilltop strives to be
as balanced and as fair as poss ible, but we are not perfect.
Bear with us as we work to
be the best newspaper we can
be and to uphold the legacy
of our award ";nning publication. I realize people will not
like everything we print, that's
impossible. What is important
is that we provide the Howard
communit) with the most
accurate news that only we,
as a campus newspaper, will
provick in n way that matters
to the111 .
To all of the Howard
community, welcome back.
Continue to read The Hilltop,
and let us know what you
want to read about. Feel free
to write a story or submit an
idea, because as I said earlier:
We arc here for you!
Thanks,
A}esha Rascoe
Editor-in-Chief,
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Do you want to write for the HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday

7 p.m.
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\ The Feeling of Coming Home!
To my Fellow Bison!
uld It is so interesting for
weie to read the Hilltop online
in'hd see that in 2006, we, as
tivt people, arc still complain1en\g. My message is of acknowllging from where we came.
•rdowever, I must give credit
>,nCl"Jere credit is due. In May,
OOYI06, I re turned home. Being
. ck al IIowarcl was indeed
lik emotional and powerful
lvicoeriencc that reiterated and
tereidified my continuous love
this place that I will always
sta my home.
lea I returned home to see
1in brand new Punch-Out
kec1 a Chick fil -A, (ununmLLLLLLOOOOO). Can I say
>est: I was shocked? What is a
s:onwidc franchise doing in
'>S ti" Punch-Out, and why was

"my" Punch Out lit up. "'My"
Punch-Out had dark corners
\\ith an amhicnc'" that reflected a part grime/part homel}
feel that has now transforn1ed
into a full scale fast food joint.
l returned home to be
introduced to a wa\'e of ne"
fraternities that I had only
heard of at predominantly
while institutions, and to see
a significant portion of m) fello\\ Bison in those fraternities. I returned home to see a
Trading Screen in the School
Of Business, once again seeing that President H. Patrick
S")"gl'rt was not pla)ing \\ith
his
Strategic
Framework
for Ac lion I&! I plans for the
University that he began back
in 1995 when he came.
I returned home to a feel-

ing of nostalgia of knowing
what I Iowa rd meant and will
always mean to me.
I came home, I came
home, I eame home.
Even though I may live
thousands and thousand and
thousands of miles away,
111) 27 hour trip from Lagos,
Nigeria to Washington D.C.
is something that was worth
even nana second, because it
was Ill\ sojourn to the center
of m) :lCart where it matters
the absolute most to be, and
that place is HU.
1la,·c a great year fellow
Bison, and I shall see you guys
during Homecoming.
LO\"e Always!!!!!!
Nwaji .Jibunoh HU Bison
Class of'o1. (School of B)
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Ti e Hi top prints
Hilltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are $1 0 and
.2 5 for each additional
word.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR
AND SUBMITTED
SEVEN DAYS IN
ADVANCE. $3
LATE FEE FOR ALL
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT
SUBMITTED SEVEN
DAYS IN ADV~NCE.
Payment acceptable
by cash or check.
Any questions p lease
contact The Hilltop
Business Office
(202) 806-4749
or by e-mail www.
hilltopbusiness@gmail.
com
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HOME.WWW~
STUDENTe!SIT~

TERS~COM

. __ s l1lA s
WANTED
PRIVATE
ROOMS METRO
ACCESSIBLE
$425, $475,
$525.PLUS
UTILITIES.
5113 DECATUR
STREET
HYATISVILLE
MD20781
CALL CLAUDE
202-4457600
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TOA[[M
PEOPLE
WITHOUT
HOUSING,
WITHOUT
FINANCIAL
AID,
WITHOUT
VALIDATION,
KEEP YOUR
HEADS UP!

AITENTION
ALL MUSLIM
STUDENTS,
STAFF, &
FACULTY:
JUMAWILLBE
HELD INTHE
BASEMENT
OFCRAMTON
AUDITORIUM
AT 1:15PM2:00PM

HU GEORGIA
CLUB
MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER
61NTHE
BLACKBURN
FORUM AT 7:30
P.M.
COME OUT
FOR OUR
FIRSTMEETINGANDENJOY
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